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A R T I C L E S 
Rethinking 
Sustainability to 
Meet the Climate 
Change 
Challenge 
by Michael Burger, Elizabeth Burleson, 
Rebecca M. Bratspies, Robin Kundis 
Craig, David M. Driesen, Alexandra R. 
Harrington, Keith H. Hirokawa, Sarah 
Krakof, Katrina Fischer Kuh, Stephen 
R. Miller, Jessica Owley, Patrick 
Parenteau, Melissa Powers, Shannon M. 
Roesler, and Jonathan Rosenbloom 
Summary 
A group of environmental law professors formed the Envi-
ronmental Law Collaborative with the goal of engaging 
environmental law scholars in the thorny issues of the 
day. Te members of the Collaborative gathered in the 
summer of 2012 to produce an intensive and collective 
assessment of sustainability in the age of climate change. 
Teir writings examine the process of adapting the prin-
ciples and application of sustainability to the demands of 
climate change, including framing the term sustainabil-
ity in climate change discussions; coordinating sustain-
able practices across disciplines such as law, economics, 
ethics, and the hard sciences; and conceptualizing the 
role of sustainability in formulating adaptation and resil-
iency strategies. Teir work also contemplates the role of 
law and legal systems in crafting efective climate change 
adaptation strategies and considers feasible strategies in 
the context of specifc examples. 
This document is the frst publication from the Envi-ronmental Law Collaborative. A few hardy souls formed the Environmental Law Collaborative with 
the goal of engaging environmental law scholars in the 
thorny issues of the day. In the summer of 2012, scholars 
gathered in the woods of Connecticut to debate the value 
of scholarly research and the potential of legal literature to 
efect social and environmental change. With visions of Air-
lie House and armed with the principles of collaboration 
and the necessities of ecological fragility, the group sought to 
foster progress toward an adaptive, conscious, and equitable 
governance of actions that impact local and global ecologies. 
Tis inaugural workshop addressed the reconceptualiza-
tion of sustainability in the age of climate change. Climate 
change is forcing developments in the norms of political, 
social, economic, and technological standards. As climate 
change continues to dominate many felds of research, sus-
tainability is at a critical moment that challenges its con-
ceptual coherence. Sustainability has never been free from 
disputes over its meaning and has long struggled with the 
difculties of simultaneously implementing the “triple bot-
tom line” components of environmental, economic, and 
social well-being. Climate change, however, suggests that 
the context for sustainable decisionmaking is shifting. 
Te event produced an intensive and collaborative 
assessment of sustainability in the age of climate change. 
Te essays that memorialize the proceedings of this col-
laboration examine the process of adapting the principles 
and application of sustainability to the demands of climate 
change, including (but not limited to) framing the term 
“sustainability” in climate change discussions; coordinat-
ing sustainable practices across disciplines such as law, 
economics, ethics, and the hard sciences; and conceptual-
izing the role of sustainability in formulating adaptation 
and resiliency strategies. Tese essays also contemplate the 
role of law and legal systems in crafting efective climate 
change-adaptation strategies and consider feasible strate-
gies in the context of specifc examples. 
It is not the intention here to have the last word on sus-
tainability in an age of climate change, and it is not the 
point of this collaboration to adjudicate among the ideas 
ofered to resolve the conficts and competition among sus-
tainable alternatives. Although we collectively consider the 
convergence of climate change and sustainability to cover 
important ground, the driving force for this collaborative 
Authors’ Note: Te authors collectively engaged in this project as the 
Environmental Law Collaborative. We would like to thank several 
institutions for the support needed to make this project possible, 
including Albany Law School, Pace University School of Law, Roger 
Williams University School of Law, and the Baldy Center for Law 
and Social Policy at SUNY-Bufalo. 
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publication.has.been.a.matter.of.professional.function .Te. 
Environmental.Law.Collaborative.facilitates.dialog.among. 
thought. leaders. on. environmental. policy. priorities,. prac-
tical. implementation. strategies,. assessment. mechanisms,. 
and. cooperative. analysis. of. science,. economics,. and. eth-









adaptive,. conscious,. and. equitable. governance. of. actions. 
that.impact.local.and.global.ecologies  



















ever,. infamously. approached. international. environmental. 
negotiations.adamant.that.“the.American.lifestyle.is.not.up. 
for.negotiation ”3.Tis.attitude.can.persist.in.part.because. 
the. environmental. harms. occasioned. in. support. of. U S . 
lifestyles. are. often. most. acutely. experienced. elsewhere,. 
in. the.countries. that.produce. the. inexpensive.goods. that. 
we.consume .We.“let.them.eat.pollution”.so.that.we.need. 
1 . Michael.P .Vandenbergh.et.al ,.IndividualCarbonEmissions:TeLow-Hang-
ingFruit,.55.UCLA.L .Rev .1701,.1710.(2008)  
2 . Shui.Bin.&.Hadi.Dowlatabadi,.ConsumerLifestyleApproachtoU.S.Energy 
UseandtheRelatedCO2Emissions,.33.Energy.Pol’y.197,.203-05.(2005)  
3 . James.Salzman,.SustainableConsumptionandtheLaw,.27.Envtl .L .1243,. 
1256.(1997).(quoting.Joe.Kirwin,.LessTan$5BillionPledgedforAgenda 
21ActionPlan;FinalDocumenttoBeReleasedbyUnitedNationsinSeptem-











U S .lifestyles .In.another.sense,.however,.GHG.emissions. 
are. not. readily. visible. and. frequently. driven. indirectly. by. 
lifestyle;.there.is.thus.a.danger.that.the.connection.between. 
U S . lifestyles,. underlying. unsustainable. practices,. and. 
resulting.climate.harms.will.remain.obscured,.underscoring. 
the.importance.for.law.and.policy.to.promote.transparency. 
to. reveal. the. GHG. emissions. attributable. to. individuals . 
Possibilities. for.creating. such. transparency. include.carbon. 






and. systems. that. support. sustainable. lifestyles;. proposals. 
abound. for. how. this. can. occur,. and. some. communities. 
have.made. signifcant.progress 7. It.will,. however,. require. 
signifcant. will. and. commitment. to. give. efect. to. the. 








The “What” and “How” of Sustainability 
Alexandra R. Harrington, Visiting Associate Professor of Law, 
AlbanyLawSchool. 
Sustainability. has. become. a. popular. topic. in. law. and. 
society,. yet. the. exact. meaning. of. sustainability. is. often. 
4 . LetTemEatPollution,.Economist,.Feb .8,.1992,.at.66  
5 . Seegenerally.Michael.P .Vandenbergh.&.Mark.A .Cohen,.ClimateChange 
Governance: Boundaries and Leakage,. 18. N Y U . Envtl . L J . 221. (2010). 
(describing.how.developed.country.controls.on.GHG.emissions.may.be.un-
dercut.by.leakage.of.carbon-intensive.production.to.developing.countries)  
6 . John. C . Dernbach,. Harnessing Individual Behavior to Address Climate 
Change: Options for Congress,. 26.Va . Envtl . L J . 107. (2008). (suggesting. 
how.national.climate.legislation.could.better.engage.individuals)  
7 . E.g.,.John.C .Dernbach,.AnAgendaforSustainableCommunities,.4.Envt’l. 
&.Energy.L .&.Pol’y.J .170.(2009)  
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in. any. particular. context. or. problem . Tis. essay. argues. 
that.there.are.two.essential.elements.to.a.holistic.meaning. 











defnition. includes. environmental. protection/conserva-





concepts. as. adaptation. and. mitigation—while. also. seek-
ing.to.ensure.that.the.ways.in.which.we.adapt.to.climate. 
change. are. not. harmful. to. future. generations . Te. issue. 
here,.of.course,. is. that.climate.change. introduces.an.ele-
ment.of.unforeseeability.to.determining.the.needs.of.future. 
generations.because. the.climate. they. inhabit.will.present. 
unique. challenges. and. opportunities . However,. the. crux. 
of. sustainability.does.not. require.clairvoyance .Rather,. it. 
requires.the.present.generation.to.act.in.a.responsible.way. 
toward.future.generations.given.the.knowledge.that.is.pres-
ently. available . And,. since. knowledge. is. ever-evolving. in. 
law.as. it. is. in. science,. the.actions.needed. to. further. sus-
tainability.will.continue.to.evolve.as.well .Tis.is.why.the. 
“what”.element.is.necessarily.fuid  















is. key. to. the. meaning. of. sustainability. in. an. age. of. cli-
mate.change.because.it.must.deal.with.both.the.charge.to. 
assist. present. and. future. generations. and. the. reality. that. 
8 . See. World. Commission. on. Environment. and. Development,. Our. 
Common.Future.(1987),.availableat.http://www un-documents net/our-







lished. in. the.Brundtland.Commission.Report .Although. 
there.will.be.challenges.in.squaring.some.climate.change-




In. this.way,.viewing. sustainability.as.being.composed.of. 
the.“what”.and.“how”.elements.makes.the.defnition.and. 
concept.of.sustainability.itself.sustainable  
Sustainability: Defning It Provides Little 




. . .itconcentrateshismindwonderfully.9—Samuel.Johnson 
What. does. sustainability. mean. in. an. age. of. climate. 
change? Te. question. presents. a. dichotomy. between. the. 
critical. importance. of. acting,. regulating,. and. legislating. 
sustainably. and. the. almost. meaningless. task. of. defning. 
sustainability .On.the.one.hand,.climate.change.makes.our. 
continued.survival.and.development.as.a.society.dependent. 
upon. the. infltration. and. incorporation. of. sustainability. 
into.all.contexts.and.all.facets.of.life .On.the.other.hand,. 
defning.sustainability.may.prove.to.be.a.meaningless.task. 













area:.what. is. sustainable. for.purposes.of. land.use. in.rural. 
Africa. is. fundamentally.diferent. from.what. is. sustainable. 
for.purposes.of.land.use.in.dense,.urban.China  
Because.applying. sustainability. is.highly.contextual,. a. 
single.defnition.is.relevant.to.multiple.contexts.only.at.a. 
highly.generalized.level 10.For.example,.to.garner.a.defni-
9 . James.Boswell,.The.Life.of.Johnson.550.(new.ed .John.Murray.1876) . 
Samuel.Johnson.(1709-1784),.an.author,.poet,.essayist,.and.moralist,.made. 
the.remark.while.trying.to.save.William.Dodd.from.being.hanged  
10 . John.Elkington,.Cannibals.With.Forks:.The.Triple.Bottom.Line.of. 
21st. Century. Business. ix. (1998);. . United. Nations,. Report. of. the. 
World.Commission.on.Environment.and.Development:.Our.Com-
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tion.of. sustainability. that. is. relevant. to. land.use. in.rural. 












And. yet,. while. defning. sustainability. may. provide. 
little.beneft,. the. functional.application.of. sustainability. 
could. not. be. more. meaningful . Sustainability. serves. to. 
change.fundamentally.the.way.we.approach.almost.every. 
aspect. of. our. lives . It. requires. us. to. alter. our. thinking. 
in.how.we.understand.and.solve.the.challenges.we.face,. 
including.expanding.the.relevant.inquiry.to.seek.“a.more. 
rigorous. pursuit. of. equity. as. a. matter. of. governance,. a. 
more. honest. incorporation. of. economics. into. environ-
mental. quality. considerations,. and. a.more. efective. reg-
ulation.of. the. interaction.between.the.natural.and.built. 
environments ”12.Tus,. the.question.of.howwe. incorpo-
rate.sustainability.into.our.lives.in.a.specifc.context.is.a. 
far.more. relevant. and.proactive. inquiry. that. can.have. a. 
positive.efect.on.climate.change  
I.recognize.that.some.defnitions.of.sustainability.may. 
be. attempting. to. achieve. something.other. than. an.oper-











to. efect. positive. change. related. to. sprawl. and. zoning,. a. 
conversation.with.local.planners,.developers,.and.commu-
nity.groups.about.the.triple.bottom.line,.intergenerational. 
equity,.the.precautionary.principle,.etc ,.is.a.show-stopper . 
Instead,.a.conversation.about.exploring.new.and.concrete. 
options. for. measuring,. baselining,. and. assessing. sustain-
mon.Future.16.(1987),.availableat.http://www un-documents net/wced-
ocf htm .Tis.is.not.to.suggest.that.arriving.at.these.defnitions.is.an.easy. 
task  
11 . Notwithstanding.the.above,.if.compelled.to.defne.sustainability,.I.believe. 
prior. individuals. correctly. acknowledged. that. it. is. more. useful. and. less. 
open.to.manipulation.to.defne.unsustainable.practices .See,e.g.,.J .William. 
Futrell,.DefningSustainableDevelopmentLaw,.19.Nat .Resources.&.Env’t. 
9.(2004);.David.R .Hodas,.TeRoleofLawinDefningSustainableDevelop-









text.of. the. risks.associated.with.climate.change .Climate. 
change.alters.the.factors.necessary.to.make.a.decision,.but. 






Making Sustainability Count 
Melissa Powers, Associate Professor of Law, Lewis & Clark Law 
School. 















goals,. this. could. undermine. long-term. eforts. to. reduce. 





the. country.have. adopted.climate. action.plans. to. reduce. 
municipal.GHG.emissions .Many.of.these.climate.action. 
plans. focus. on. similar. sectoral. emissions-reduction. strat-
egies,. such. as. reducing. vehicle.miles. traveled.by. steering. 
people. away. from. single-passenger. car. trips;. reducing. 
waste-related. emissions. by. encouraging. composting. and. 
recycling;. encouraging. energy. efciency. and. localized. 
renewable.energy.production;.and.encouraging.other.miti-
gation. strategies. such. as. tree. planting,. urban. gardening,. 





13 . See,e.g.,.SustainableCommunityDevelopmentCode,.availableat.http://www  
law du edu/index php/rmlui/rmlui-practice/code-framework  
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duce .Even.where.cities.can.point.to.emissions.reductions. 
they.have. achieved—for. example,.Portland,.Oregon,.has. 
lowered.its.emissions.to.1990.levels.after.pursuing.elements. 
of.its.climate.action.plan—they.typically.do.not.link.emis-
sions. reductions. to. specifc.measures . Instead,. cities.have. 
begun. to. promote. the. general. concept. of. sustainability. 
rather.than.develop.specifc.strategies.to.meet.the.numeric. 
metrics.in.their.climate.action.plans  
Why. should. this. matter?. After. all,. if. a. city. can. show. 
that. it. is. simultaneously. implementing. a. climate. action. 




increases. above. 2°C,. scientists. estimate. that. global. CO2. 
concentrations. must. fall. back. to. 350. parts. per. million. 
(ppm). (which. may. actually. be. too.high),.which. requires. 
quantifable.emissions.reductions.measured.in.tons.of.CO2. 
equivalent . If. cities. are. serious. about. mitigating. climate. 


























concept.of. sustainability. as. a.positive,.upbeat. strategy. to. 
enlist.urban.residents.in.climate.change.mitigation.eforts,. 
this.could.help.change.societal.norms .Changing.norms,. 





will. achieve. these. targets . Te. concept. of. sustainability. 
can.help.cities.implement.their.climate.action.plans,.but.it. 
should.not.displace.a.quantifed.approach  
The Sustainable, Inevitable Exploding City 
StephenR.Miller,AssociateProfessorofLaw,UniversityofIdaho 
CollegeofLaw. 
Te.global.urban. footprint.will. expand. from.two. to.fve. 
times. what. it. is. today. by. 2050 14. Tis. is. in. part. due. to. 
the. estimated. population. growth. of. 2 4. billion. between. 
now.and.2050,15.most.of.which.will.occur.in.urban.areas 16 . 
Urban. areas. also.have. a. persistently.declining. density. in. 
both.developed-.and.developing-world.cities 17.As.a.result,. 












city. growth. will. also. increase. GHG. emissions. through. 
acts. such. as. deforestation;. and. increased. building. stock. 
will.drive.greater.electricity.use 19.Sustainable.solutions.to. 
reducing.GHG.emissions. in.exploding.cities.will. require. 
equal.parts.pragmatic.policy,. legal. tools,. and.a.new.nar-
rative.of.development .Here. is.what. this.approach.might. 
look.like: 
Policy .To.accept. the. exploding.city. as. inevitable.does. 
not.mean.we.stop.trying.to.improve.city.form.and.increase. 
14 . See.AtlasofUrbanExpansion,.Lincoln.Inst .of.Land.Pol’y,.http://www  
lincolninst edu/subcenters/atlas-urban-expansion/Default aspx. (last. visited. 
Mar .5,.2013).(follow.link:.“Urban.Land.Cover.Projections.for.Countries. 
and.Regions,.2000-2050”);.seealso.World.Bank,.The.Dynamics.of.Glob-




15 . United. Nations,. Department. of. Economic. and. Social. Affairs,. 
World.Urbanization.Prospects,.The.2011.Revision,.availableat.http:// 
esa un org/unpd/wup/CD-ROM/Urban-Rural-Population htm  
16 . Id..Te.United.Nations. (U N ). estimates. that,. as.of.2010,.51 7%.of. the. 
population.lived.in.urban.areas,.while.by.2050,.some.67 2%.of.the.world. 
population.will.be.in.urban.areas  
17 . See.Dynamics.of.Global.Urban.Expansion.at.1 .Average.worldwide.den-







(the.Netherlands,. Denmark);. or. circumscribed.by.political. (Hong. Kong,. 
Singapore).or.geographic.(Vancouver,.San.Francisco).circumstance.that.pro-





19 . For.a.detailed.analysis.of.the.urban.environment’s.GHG.emissions,.see.U S . 
Environmental.Protection.Agency,.GlobalEmissions,.availableat.http://epa  
gov/climatechange/ghgemissions/global html  
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density,.but.it.does.mean.we.move.beyond.eforts.simply.to. 
contain.growth.of.the.urban.footprint .For.instance,.Cali-
fornia’s. approach. to. the. transportation. sector.has.been. a. 
“three-legged.stool”.of.GHG.emissions.standards.for.new. 
model. vehicles;. low-carbon. fuel. standards;. and. land. use. 
policies. intended. to. reduce. vehicle. miles. traveled 20. As. a. 
second. example,. building. standards. must. be. changed. to. 
achieve.two.ends:.reduce.climate.emissions.from.the.oper-


























“meet[ing]. the. needs. of. the. present. without. compromis-
ing. the. ability. of. future. generations. to. meet. their. own. 
needs ”25. In. the. context. of. the. exploding. city,. I. propose. 
a.“dwelling.ethic ”26.A.dwelling.ethic,.as.I.see.it,.incorpo-
rates. the. “land. ethic”. approach. of. Aldo. Leopold,. which. 
he. stated. “enlarges. the. boundaries. of. the. community. to. 
include. soils,.waters,.plants,. and.animals,.or. collectively:. 
the. land,”27.with.the.teachings.of.Martin.Heidegger.that. 
20 . Mary.D .Nichols,.California’sClimateChangeProgram:LessonsfortheNa-
tion,.27.UCLA.J .Envtl .L .&.Pol’y.185,.203-08.(2009)  
21 . See.Rocky.Mountain.Institute,.Amory’sPrivateResidence,.availableat.http:// 
www rmi org/Amory’s+Private+Residence  
22 . See, e.g.,. Stephen. R . Miller,. Commercial Green Leasing in the Era of Cli-
mateChange:BalancingRisks,Burdens,andIncentives,.40.ELR.10487.(May. 
2010)  
23 . SeeStephen.R .Miller,.LegalNeighborhoods,.37.Harv .Envtl .L .Rev .(forth-
coming),. available at. http://papers ssrn com/sol3/papers cfm?abstract_id= 
2013565  
24 . See,e.g.,.Cities.Alliance,.TeCityStatuteofBrazil:ACommentary,.available 
at.http://www citiesalliance org/node/1947  
25 . United.Nations,.Report.of.the.World.Commission.on.Environment. 
and.Development:.Our.Common.Future.16,.availableat.http://www  
un-documents net/wced-ocf htm  
26 . I.am.currently.at.work.on.an.article.exploring.this.concept,.to.be.presented. 
and.submitted.for.publication.within.the.next.year  
27 . Aldo.Leopold,.A.Sand.County.Almanac.171.(Oxford.Univ .Press.2001). 
(1949)  
construction.must.be.for.“dwelling,”.or.long-term.inhabit-







It’s the Biosphere, Stupid 
PatrickParenteau,SeniorCounseltotheEnvironmentalandNat-













natural. landscape.fragmented.by.roads.and.utilities .Tis. 
exceeds. the. physical. transformation. that. occurred. at. the. 
last.global-scale.critical.transition.when.30%.of.the.earth’s. 
surface.went.from.being.covered.by.glacial.ice.to.being.ice-
free 31. With. extinction. rates. already. 100. to. 1,000. times. 
background. rates,. and.projected. to. increase.dramatically. 
in.response.to.anthropogenic.global.warming,.humans.are. 
literally.altering.the.course.of.evolution  
Speaking. of. climate. change,. atmospheric. concentra-
tions.of.CO2.have. increased.by.39%.since. the.Industrial. 
Revolution.and,.at. approximately.400.ppm,.are.now.the. 
highest.in.15.million.years 32.We.are.adding.2 2.ppm.per. 
year .At.this.rate,.worldwide.CO2.levels.will.substantially. 
exceed.1,000.ppm.by.the.end.of.this.century .Te.level.of. 




agreed. to. in. the. Copenhagen. Accord,. atmospheric. con-
centrations.cannot.exceed.1.trillion.tons 33.We.are.already. 
halfway.there,.and.the.rate.of.increase.is.accelerating .To. 
28 . Martin.Heidegger,. BuildingDwellingTinking,. in.Poetry,.Language,. 
Thought.143-62.(Albert.Hofstadter.trans ,.Harper.&.Row.1971).(1959)  
29 . Millennium.Ecosystem.Assessment,.Synthesis.Report.2.(2010)  
30 . Peter.M .Vitousek.et.al ,.HumanDominationofEarth’sEcosystems,.Sci .277,. 
494-99.(1997);.Will.Stefen.et.al ,.TeAnthropocene:FromGlobalChangeto 
PlanetaryStewardship,.40.Ambio.739-61(2011)  
31 . Anthony.D .Barnosky.et.al ,.ApproachingaStateShiftinEarth’sBiosphere,. 
486.Nature.52.(2012)  
32 . Wolfgang. Knorr,. Is the Airborne Fraction of Anthropogenic CO2 Emissions 
Increasing?,.36.Geophysical.Res .Letters.L21710.(2009)  
33 . Malte. Meinshausen. et. al ,. Greenhouse-Gas Emission Targets for Limiting 
GlobalWarmingto2°C,.458.Nature.1158.(2009)  
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limit. emissions. to. 1. trillion. tons,. three-quarters. of. fossil. 
fuels.must.be.left.in.the.ground.as.nations.switch.to.renew-
able.energy.sources  
And. rising. temperatures. with. devastating. extreme. 
weather.events.aren’t.the.only.problem .Te.oceans,.which. 
have.been.soaking.up.a. lot.of. the.CO2.and.masking. the. 
full. impacts. of. global. warming,. are. more. acidic. than. at. 
any.time.in.the.past.300.million.years 34.Acidifcation.can. 
afect. many. marine. organisms,. but. especially. those. that. 
build. their. shells. and. skeletons. from. calcium. carbonate,. 
such.as.corals,.oysters,.clams,.mussels,.snails,.and.phyto-












crisis 37.We.have.only.decades. left.before. the.damage.we. 
have.inficted.on.the.oceans.becomes.permanent  
Without.belaboring.the.obvious,.the.point.is.that.sus-
tainability. is. a.physical. concept.grounded. in. science.and. 
bounded.by.the.very.real.limits.of.the.planet’s.life.support. 






Te.problem.with. thinking. about. sustainability. as. an. 
economic.concept. is.perfectly. illustrated.by. the.Norway-
United. Kingdom. Energy. Partnership. for. Sustainable. 
Growth. calling. for. accelerated. oil. and. gas. development. 
in. the. increasingly. ice-free. Arctic . British. Prime. Minis-
ter.David.Cameron.and.his.Norwegian.counterpart. Jens. 
Stoltenberg. called. the. deal. a. prime. example. of. sustain-
able.development. that.will. ensure. the.drilling. is.done. in. 
a.“safe.and.environmentally. sensitive”.manner;.provide.a. 




use. to.describe. what. is. happening. in. the. Arctic .Rather,. 
words.like.“death.spiral”.and.“global.disaster”.are.closer.to. 
the.mark .Tere.is.nothing.sustainable.about.chasing.every. 
34 . Bärbel.Hönisch.et.al ,.TeGeologicalRecordofOceanAcidifcation,.335.Sci . 
1551.(2012)  
35 . FAO.Marine.Resources.Service,.Fishery.Resources.Division,.Reviewofthe 
StateoftheWorldMarineFisheryResources,.FAO.Fisheries.Technical.Paper . 
No .457.(2005)  
36 . David.Biello,.OceanicDeadZonesContinuetoSpread,.Sci .Am .(Aug .15,. 
2008), http://www scientifcamerican com/article cfm?id=oceanic-dead-
zones-spread.(last.visited.Mar .5,.2013)  










Adaptive Management, Resiliency, and 
Why Sustainability Discussions Give Me a 
Headache 






















so. simple . To. meet. our. goal. of. sustainable. timber. har-
vest,.we.must.also.adopt.an.approach.that.considers.many. 
factors. and. is. open. to. change. and. adaptation. as. inputs. 
change.or.our.information.about.(and.understanding.of). 
the.system.grows  
Sustainable. timber.management.ofers.a.glimpse. into. 
the.complexity.of. thinking.broadly.about. sustainability,. 
yet. climate. change. makes. sustainability. analysis. even. 
harder .Keeping.with.our.forest.example,.climate.science. 
tells.us. that.we.are. likely. to. see.even.greater.changes. in. 
water.regimes,.nutrient.availability,.and.species.richness . 
Tings. are. going. to. get. harder. because. our. earlier. pre-
dictions. about. the. future.were.wrong .Tings. are. going. 




38 . Mark.Muro.&.Jonathan.Rothwell,.InstituteaModestCarbonTaxtoReduce 
CarbonEmissions,FinanceCleanEnergyTechnologyDevelopment,CutTaxes, 
andReducetheDefcit,.Brookings.Inst .(Nov .2012)  
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Sustainability. thinking. necessarily. involves. both. 
(1) thinking.about. the. future.and.(2) taking.an.adaptive. 
approach .Sustainability.as.a.concept.and.approach.means. 
considering. the. future. health. of. ecosystems. and. seeking. 
to. maintain. functioning. systems . If. we. seek. to. sustain. 
anything,.we.must.establish.some.projections.of.what.the. 
future.conditions.will.be .We.need.to.determine.what.pre-
scriptions. are. needed . Climate. science. (along.with. many. 
other.felds).tells.us.that.the.world.is.a.changing.place.and. 
that.the.future.is.not.always.easy.to.predict  



















may. help. us. approach. environmental. protection. from. a. 

















updating.our.principles.of. sustainability. in.an.era.of. cli-
mate.change  
39 . Crawford.S .Holling,.ResilienceandStabilityofEcologicalSystems,.4.Ann . 
Rev .Ecological.Sys .1.(1973)  
40 . Brian.Walker.et.al ,.Resilience,AdaptabilityandTransformability inSocial-
EcologicalSystems,.9.Ecology.&.Soc’y,.Issue.2,.Art .5.(2004),.availableat. 
www ecologyandsociety org/vol9/iss2/art5  




rate.key.principles. from. the.1987.Brundtland.Report.by. 
the. World. Commission. on. Environment. and. Develop-
ment .In.addition.to.the.notion.that.sustainability.neces-
sarily. involves.a.commitment. to. intergenerational.equity,. 
the.Brundtland.Report.emphasizes.the.interdependence.of. 
environmental. quality,. social. equity,. and. economic. poli-
cies .International.documents.since.the.Brundtland.Report. 
have. also. linked. income. inequality. and. environmental. 










Tis. link. between. poverty. and. the. environment. may. 
sometimesbe.empirically.accurate,.but.it.may.not.be.true.in. 
all.cases .For.example,.it.may.be.the.case.that.people.with. 
fewer. economic. resources. tend. to. conserve. the. resources. 
they.have;. they.may.be.better.at.using. less.and.recycling. 
the.waste.they.generate  
If,. however,. we. assume. that. this. link. is. empirically. 
true. often. enough—or. that. environmental. policies. sim-
ply. should incorporate. concerns. of. social. equity—then. 
the.next.question.is.howgovernments.at.every.level.should. 









in. the. context. of. environmental. policymaking?. In. the. 
United. States,. the. environmental. justice. movement. has. 
long. stressed. that. social. equity. requires. the. fair.distribu-
tion.of.environmental.benefts.and.burdens,.an.approach. 
now.refected.in.U S .law.and.policy 43.Te.idea.that.social. 
41 . See, e.g.,.TeFutureWeWant,. in.U N .Conference.on.Sustainable.Devel-
opment,. Rio. de. Janiero,. Brazil,. June. 20-22,. 2012,. Report. §1 A ,. avail-
able at. http://www uncsd2012 org/content/documents/814UNCSD%20 
Report%20fnal%20revs pdf;. Johannesburg. Declaration. on. Sustainable. 
Development,.World.Summit.on.Sustainable.Development,.Johannesburg,. 
South. Africa,. Aug . 26-Sept . 4,. 2002,. available at. http://www un-docu-
ments net/jburgdec htm  
42 . See.U N .Conference.on.Environment.and.Development,.Rio.de.Janeiro,. 
Brazil,.June.3-14,.1992,.Agenda.21,.§I 3,.availableat.http://www un-docu-
ments net/agenda21 htm  
43 . See,e.g ,.Exec .Order.No .12898,.59.Fed .Reg .7630.(Feb .11,.1994)  
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Resolution.of. this.question.requires.a.distributive. rule. 
that.refects.a.normative.principle.of.equality .Teories.of. 
social. justice. supply.various.options . In. the. international. 
context,. policymakers. could. decide. to. allocate. emissions. 
equally,.granting.governments.a.per.capita.share .Or,.poli-
cymakers.could.adopt.a.prioritarian.rule.that.would.grant. 
the. least. advantaged. societies. a. greater. share. than. they. 
would.receive.on.a.per.capita.basis.to.ensure.that.the.eco-
nomic. losses. incurred.by.these. societies.are. relatively. less. 
than. those. incurred. by. more. well-of. societies . Another. 
possibility. is. to. ensure. that. all. societies. are.guaranteed.a. 
level. of. emissions. that. will. continue. to. meet. their. basic. 
needs,.however.defned  
Deciding. what. social. equity. requires. raises. other. 
questions. as. well . Some. questions. help. identify. how. far. 
considerations.of.equity.extend .For.example,.should.poli-






mental. decisionmaking. or. simply. attempt. to. reach. fair. 
results?. In. other. words,. do. we. evaluate. the. fairness. of. a. 
particular.decision.by.looking.at.how.it.was.made.(e g ,.by. 
evaluating.levels.of.citizen.participation.and.governmental. 
transparency).or.by.assessing.the.consequences.of.the.pol-
icy.(e g ,.by.evaluating.actual.impacts.to.the.environment. 
and.income.inequality)? 





to. be. consequentialist,. or. result-oriented—although. pro-





of. justice. often. emphasize. the. importance. of. fair. deci-
sionmaking. processes,. rather. than. fair. results,. and. resist. 
adopting.a.particular.conception.of.the.good .On.the.other. 
hand,.defnitions.of.sustainability.contemplate.results.that. 
are. fair. both. in. the. present. and. in. the. future,. and. they. 
appear.to.adopt.a.vision.of.the.good.that.connects.human. 
welfare.to.environmental.conditions  
Questions. of. social. justice. do. not. have. easy. answers,. 
but.we.cannot.ignore.them .Te.international.community. 
apparently.accepts.the.idea.that.social.equity.should.be.part. 





Climate Sustainability Through 
Ethics, Economics, and Environmental 
Coordination 






and. fsh. stocks. to. sustainability. of. future. generations. 
and.a.call. for.fusion.of.ethical,.economic,.and.environ-
mental. understandings,. complex. systems. are. increas-
ingly.challenging.humanity.to.adapt.both.language.and. 
governance . It.makes. little. sense. to. speak.of. literal. sus-
tainable. extraction. of. ancient. water. from. aquifers. nor. 
of.fossil.fuels .Te.diplomacy.that.emerged.from.Rio.in. 
1992. sought. to.bind.a.mindfulness.of. ecological. carry-
ing.capacity.with.equitable.use.of. resources. to.alleviate. 
poverty .To.date,.both.environmental. and.development. 
communities.fnd.sustainable.development. lacking .Yet,. 
time. is. running.out. to. rename.policy. approaches.with-
out.genuine.follow-through.in.the.form.of.environmental. 
and. human. security . Te. international. community. has. 
the.capacity.to.embrace.sustainability.as.an.overarching. 
framework.for.coordinated.ethical,.economic,.and.envi-
ronmental.decisionmaking . It. is.not. the.only.means.by. 
which.to.proceed,.but.represents.one.plausible. response. 
to. increasingly. disconnected. felds. that. impact. one. 
another . A. sensible. frst. step. down. this. coherence. path. 
is. to. recognize.good.governance.as. crucial. to.achieving. 
sustainability.and.climate.cooperation  
How. do. we. calibrate. eforts. to. build. a. sustainability. 
arc.that.can.enhance.human.and.environmental.integrity?. 
High-level. forums. for. inclusive. meaningful. dialog. can. 
enhance.network.creation.and.expansion.into.new.public-
private,.local-regional-international,.and.a.myriad.of.inter-




upon. accessible,. independent,. and. efcient. decisionmak-
ing .None.of. these.processes. is. rapid.or. inexpensive .Yet,. 
they. can. be. rightly. called. investments. and. folded. into. 
respected. economic. climate-energy-water. recommenda-
tions. when. decisionmakers. use. sensibly. long-term. time. 
horizons. for. efciency. analysis. and. recognize. the. value. 
of.equity,.ecosystems,.and.other. important.yet.not.easily. 
measured.public.and.private.goods  
As. Dan. Taylor. has. noted,. “the. answer. still. is. Gan-
dhi’s . We. know. more. clearly. the. processes. for. how. to. 
move.toward.his.vision.that.improving.people’s.wellbeing. 
is.grounded.in.their.mobilization,.and.that.vision.can.be. 
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summed.up.as:.begin.simply,.be.true.to.process,.the.means. 
are.the.ends,.grow.capacity.in.the.partnership ”45.Sharing. 
best.practices. from.human.rights.and.environmental. law. 
may.provide.a.synergistic.catalyst.for.ethics,.economic,.and. 
environmental.coherence  
International. human. rights. law. ofers. a. robust. justice. 
framework.with.which.to.address.climate.change .Apply-
ing.human.rights.thresholds.to.climate.change.may.cata-
lyze. sustainability. cooperation . Decisions. informed. by. 
an. understanding. of. climate. justice. can. bring. together. 
dialogue. from.development,.human.rights,. environment,. 
trade,. and. business. communities . Energy-food-climate. 
security. can. be. discussed. as. the. interwoven. crisis. that. 
threatens. humanity,. rather. than. as. unrelated. dilemmas . 
What. appear. to. be. fragmented. trade,. environment,. and. 
human. rights. regimes. can. be. sustainability. framework. 
building.blocks  
Challenges. to. transitioning. to. greater. efciency. and. 








and. equity . Network. coordination. can. facilitate. break-
throughs. in. trade. and. environment. relations. and. build. 
upon.best.practices  
With. a.background. in. economics,.human. rights,. and. 
environmental. law,. I. have. participated. in. the. drafting. 
process.for.the.U N .Framework.Convention.on.Climate. 
Change. (UNFCCC),. Agenda. 21,. and. the. Rio. Declara-
tion .More. recently,. I. was. a. member. of. U N ,. intergov-
ernmental. organization. (IGO),. and. nongovernmental. 
organization. (NGO).delegations. to. the. climate.negotia-










responded. to . Te. quiet. desperation. of. humanity. that. 
Henry. David. Toreau. spoke. of. has. become. a. powerful. 
force—potentially.capable.of. incentivizing.climate.coor-
dination .Irrespective.of.the.rhetoric.with.which.we.con-





45 . Daniel.C .Taylor.et.al ,.Empowerment.on.an.Unstable.Planet:.From. 
Seeds.of.Human.Energy.to.a.Scale.of.Global.Change.(2012)  
What Does Sustainability Mean in the Age 
of Climate Disruption? 
DavidM.Driesen,UniversityProfessor,CollegeofLaw,Syracuse 
University. 
Sustainable. development. traditionally. demands. that. we. 
meet.future.generations’.needs.without.sacrifcing.the.cur-
rent. generation’s. needs . Since. climate. disruption. already. 
promises.to.compromise.both.current.and.future.genera-
tions’.needs,.climate.disruption.demands.a.refnement.of. 
our. understanding. of. sustainable. development . I. would. 
suggest. that. sustainable. development. demands. approxi-




fossil-fuel. economy. as. quickly. as. we. can,. while. generat-
ing.(probably.through.a.carbon.tax.or.sale.of.allowances). 























Sustainability. concerns. itself. with. meeting. people’s. basic 
needs,. however. we. defne. that,. and. embraces. sustaining. 
quite. signifcant. decreases. in. surplus. wealth. if. necessary. 
to.meet.the.basic.needs.of.future.generations.(or.this.one) . 
At.the.same.time,.sustainable.development.requires.some. 




My.own.work.has. focused.primarily.on. the.problem. 
of. operationalizing. sustainability. (or. something. like. it). 
when.crafting.pollution.control.policies.and.other.poli-
cies. afecting. development. (e g ,. fnancial. regulation) 46 . 
46 . See.David.M .Driesen,.The.Economic.Dynamics.of.Law. (Cambridge. 
Univ .Press.2012);.David.M .Driesen,.SustainableDevelopmentandMarket 
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Sustainability.demands.changes.in.the.focus,.goals,.and. 
methods.we.bring.to.bear.on.almost.all.areas.of. law .It. 
requires.a.focus.on.the.shape.of.change.over.time,.rather. 
than. near-term. costs. and. benefts . It. suggests. a. goal. of. 
avoiding. systemic. risk,. not. achieving. efciency. at. the. 
margin .And.it.invites.an.analysis.of.economic.incentives. 









of. the. fnancial. industry. advanced. sustainable. develop-
ment,.as.it.precipitated.a.rapid.decline.in.carbon.emissions. 
as. the.economy.collapsed .I.would.reject.that.conclusion. 
on.the.grounds.that.it.harms.our.eforts.to.meet.current. 
basic.needs .We.need. to.maintain.basic. social. as.well. as. 
environmental. systems.even.as.we.drastically.change.the. 
economy’s. material. basis. and. fnancial. structure,. as. the. 
goal. of. avoiding. systemic. risks. implies . Te. economic-
dynamic.concept.described.above.(and.elaborated.in.more. 
detail. in. Te Economic Dynamics of Law). captures. the. 
change. in.thinking.about.how.government.operates. that. 
we.will.need.to.move.us.toward.sustainability.in.the.era.of. 
climate.disruption  
Sustainability Is the Answer—Now What 
Was the Question? 
RebeccaM.Bratspies,Professor,CUNYSchoolofLaw. 
On.September.16,.2012,.the.National.Ice.and.Snow.Cen-
ter.announced.a. record-breaking. loss.of.Arctic. sea. ice 47 . 
Tat.day. also.happened. to.be.my.47th.birthday . In.my. 
relatively.short.life,.the.Arctic.has.changed.beyond.imagi-
nation—and. more. change. is. coming . We. have. a. grow-
ing.litany.of.climate.ills—wildfres,.heat-waves,.droughts,. 
foods—each. perhaps. not. directly. attributable. to. cli-
mate.change,.but.collectively.harbingers.of.the.emerging. 
Anthropocene . Yet,. rather. than. prompting. any. urgent. 
response,.each.new.climate.disaster.leaves.us,.in.the.words. 
of.Bill.McKibben,.“in.the.same.position.we’ve.been.in.for. 
a. quarter-century:. scientifc. warning. followed. by. politi-
cal.inaction ”48.Te.explanations.for.our.impotence.in.the. 
face.of.overwhelming.evidence.that.human.activities.are. 
destroying. the.very. fabric.of. life.on.earth. tend. to. focus. 
Liberalism’sShotgunWedding:EmissionsTradingUndertheKyotoProtocol,84. 
Ind .L J .1.(2008);.David.M .Driesen, The.Economic.Dynamics.of.En-
vironmental.Law.(2003)  
47 . National.Snow.and.Ice.Data.Center,.ArcticSeaIceExtentSettlesatRecord 
SeasonalMinimum.(Sept .19,.2012),.http://nsidc org/arcticseaicenews/.(last. 
visited.Mar .6,.2013)  
48 . Bill. McKibben,. GlobalWarming’s Terrifying New Math,. Rolling. Stone. 
(July. 19,. 2012),. http://www rollingstone com/politics/news/global-warm-
ings-terrifying-new-math-20120719#ixzz21AzDsP6F. (last. visited. Mar . 6,. 
2013)  




suggests. that. this. power-based. narrative. is. incomplete . 
It. leaves. out. the. role. that. law. and. legal. systems. play. in. 






Te.marketplace. of. “sustainable”. practices,. technologies,. 
and.gadgets.contains.far.too.many.gimmicks.intended.to. 
maintain.the.cherished.illusion.that.sustainability.will.just. 
somehow. “happen ”. As. a. marketing. ploy,. sustainability. 
encapsulates.our.fantasy.of.a.sudden.technological.break-
through. that. will. allow.7.billion,. or. 10.billion,. humans. 
to.live.the.typical.American.consumption-based.lifestyle,. 
only. without. destroying. the. earth. in. the. process . Tis. 
belief. that.an.external,.game-changing. solution.will. save. 
the.day. is. a. dangerous.fction .Tere. can.be. no. sustain-
ability.when.we.start.with.the.existing.economy.and.then. 





If. we. heed. climate. change’s. call,. we. might. begin. to. 
rethink. sustainability—to. take. seriously. its. mandate. to. 
maintain,.support,.and.hold .If.so,.sustainability.can.ofer. 
us. a. set. of. organizing.principles. by.which. to. restructure. 
the.core,.yet.largely.invisible,.functions.of.production.and. 
transportation.that.precede.the.consumption.on.which.so. 
much. current. sustainability. rhetoric. focuses . To. change. 
these.less.visible.aspects.of.society,.we.need.to.mobilize.the. 








hopes . Yet,. the. fundamental. choices. about. balance. that. 





tional. part. of. post-modern. existence . Instead,. we. need. 
to. embrace. sustainability’s. potential. for. multiple,. inde-
pendent. generation.of. ideas .A. range.of. social,. cultural,. 
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solutions. along. with. the. tools. by. which. those. solutions. 
might.be.implemented  
Tis. contest. between. alternative. frames. for. sustain-
ability.has.both.declarative.and.constitutive. signifcance . 






disciplines. have. blind. spots. and. path. dependencies—it. 
becomes.clear.that.the.very.articulation.of.sustainability.is. 
itself.a.consequence.of.inevitable.disciplinary.limitations 49 
Tis. insight. is.as. liberating.as. it. is.daunting .It.means. 
that. by. posing. our. questions. diferently. we. might. begin. 
the.process.of.uncovering.hidden.possibilities,.thereby.pav-
ing.the.way.for.a.new.understanding.of.the.sustainability. 
challenge.and.opening. space. for.new.responses .Perhaps,. 
a.good.beginning.would.be.to.shift.from.a.conception.of. 
“the.environment”.to.“Mother.Earth”—which.might.help. 




hinges. in. the. balance . Te. window. for. change. is. nar-
row—and. closing . Unless. we. transition. away. from. our. 
consumptive,.single-use.society.into.a.sustainable.one,.we. 
will.doom.our.children.(as.well.as.our.future.selves).to.life. 
in. an. increasingly. impoverished,. depleted,. and. inhospi-
table.planet  
Sustainability as Process: Seeing Climate 







ability. in.governmental.decisionmaking .Some.argue. the. 
term. is. inconsistent. in. diferent. contexts. or. at. diferent. 
scales .Tis.claim.identifes. inconsistencies. in.all. sustain-
ability.programs.that.operate.at.or.are.justifed.in.diferent. 
scales.(as.they.all.do.and.all.are) .Others.continue.to.believe. 
the. term.invokes.a. liberal.political.agenda .Although.the. 
arguments. supporting. this. claim. are. less. apparent,. there. 






49 . Hermann.Kantorowicz,.TeBattleforLegalScience,.12.German.L J .2005. 
(2011).(trans .Cory.Merrill)  
honest. incorporation. of. economics. into. environmental. 
quality.considerations,.and.a.more.efective.regulation.of. 
the. interaction. between. the. natural. and. built. environ-
ments . Tis. basic. defnition. is. more. functional. than. its. 
critics. allow,. but. only. if. we. approach. the. application. of. 
the.sustainability.framework.with.a.little.light-heartedness. 










of. these. three. legs.of. sustainability .Process.here. involves. 
pluralism. that. is. not. necessarily. democratic,. precaution. 

















loss. of. soil. productivity. and. biodiversity,. and. uncontrol-
lable. spread. of. disease. are. common. climate. change. con-
sequences . In. the. context. of. runaway. climate. change,. it. 




needs. with. future. environmental. circumstances,. thereby. 
making.it.difcult.to.chart.a.course.today .Island.cultures. 
will.be.lost.to.rising.seas,.and.the.Stern.Report.predicts.the. 






rhetorical. commitments. of. any. particular. principle . Sus-
tainability. is. a. framework. for. thinking. and. is. not. illus-
trated.by.facts.so.much.as.by.goals .Sustainability.demands. 
that. each.decision. refect.good.governance.on.economic,. 
environmental,.and.equity—regardless.of.whether.we.face. 
the.threats.of.climate.change.or.the.circumstances.of.cli-
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mate. stabilization . In. the. meantime,. sustainability. helps. 
us.understand. the.dynamics. of.human. interactions.with. 
nature,. human. dependencies. on. ecosystem. services,. and. 
social.and.cultural.adaptations.to.environmental.circum-
stances . Sustainability. provides. a. framework. for. under-




Climate Change Means the Death of 
Sustainability 
Robin Kundis Craig, William H. Leary Professor of Law, S.J. 
QuinneyCollegeofLaw,TeUniversityofUtah. 
Climate.change.requires.that.we.replace.goals.of.sustain-
ability. with. something. else,. at. least. for. any. policy. goal. 
more.concrete.and.specifc.than.leaving.a.functional.planet. 
to. the. next. generations . Sustainability. is. by. defnition. 
the.ability.to.sustain.something:.the.verb.needs.an.object,. 
and. the.goal.of. sustainability.needs.a.particular. focus.or. 
foci—an.ecosystem,.a.socioecological.system,.extant.bio-












on. the. physical,. chemical,. and. biological. processes. pro-
ceeding.at.multiple.physical.and.temporal.scales.through-
out. earth,. including. its. atmosphere. and. oceans . Second,. 
climate.change.is.already.changing.most.of.the.important. 











dictable. ways,. stymieing. (or. at. least. limiting). human. 
ability. to. predict. future. states. of. being . Fourth,. even. if. 
all. GHG. emissions. ended. tomorrow. (which. will. not. be. 








will. continue. to. change—again,. in. complex. and. often. 
unpredictable.ways—for. the. foreseeable. (and.unforesee-
able). future . Climate. change. impacts. will,. almost. cer-






So,. back. to. the. main. point:. When. the. only. constant. 
in. life. is. continual. socioecological. change,. sustainability. 
is.a.practically.meaningless.concept .You.can’t.sustain.an. 







becoming. climate. change. refugees,. or. if. the. traditional. 
ecological. components. of. that. culture. have. transformed. 
into.something.else  
And.that’s.all.before.we.fully.consider.the.darkest.of. 
climate. change’s. many. dark. sides . At. least. three. of. the. 
four. horsemen. of. the. Apocalypse—War,. Famine,. and. 
Death—are. likely. to. be. riding. tall. and. strong. through. 
the. climate. change. era,. and. we. shouldn’t. discount. the. 
fourth,.even.if.you.name.him.Conquest.rather.than.Pes-
tilence.(Pestilence,.of.course,.will.be.present.in.force) .All. 
of. these,.moreover,.are. likely. to.be. joined.by.a.younger. 
















very. good. at. sustainability. to. begin. with . For. example,. 
since.the.world.ofcially.adopted.sustainable.development. 
as. a. goal. at. the. 1992. U N . Conference. on. Environment. 
and. Development. (the. Rio. de. Janeiro. Earth. Summit),. 
human.consumption.of.resources.has.only.increased,.with. 
no.signs.of.stopping  
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ably. in. tandem. with,. climate. change. impacts . Nostalgic. 
conservatism.will.be,.sometimes.literally,.a.dead.end .Resil-
ience,.for.two—that.is,.the.ability.to.absorb.change.with-
out. losing.overall. functionality,. such.as. food.production,. 
water.supply.and.sanitation,.law.and.order,.individual.and. 
cultural. self-expression . Moreover,. while. resilience. the-
ory.grew.primarily.out.of.ecological. science,. the.concept. 
needs.to.apply.to.other.socioecological.system.components. 
besides.the.environment,.from.economic.resilience.at.the. 
macro. scale. to. social. and. cultural. resilience. at. the. more. 




What Are We Sustaining, Exactly? 
Sarah Krakof, Professor and Wolf-Nichol Fellow, University of 
ColoradoLawSchool. 
From.top.to.bottom,.climate.change.has.altered.the.earth’s. 
systems. in.ways. that. render. impossible.a. static.notion.of. 
sustainability . Te. idea. of. fxed. natural. baselines,. con-




include. untold. numbers. of. species,. large. and. small . For. 
many. communities,. the. shocks. and. adjustments. will. be. 
ongoing .Te.challenge.for.all.will.be.to.reconfgure.econ-





problems. in. order. to. unify. support. for. strong. climate. 







Let’s. explore. those. narratives. in. two. places . Aspen,. 
Colorado,.is.a.former.mining.town.reborn.as.a.luxury.ski. 
resort .Eforts.to.preserve.the.wilderness.and.other.natu-
ral. resources. of. the. surrounding. mountains. have. coin-
cided.with.pricing.Aspen.out.of.any.reasonable.housing. 
market.and.creating.a.distant.commuter.class.of.service. 














often.includes,.as. it.has. in.Aspen,.externalizing.a.range. 
of. costs. and. impacts. to. outlying. communities . Service. 




and. class. extremism,. where. the. very. wealthy. enjoy. the. 
best.that.the.Rocky.Mountains.can.ofer.in.terms.of.scen-
ery.and.access.to.wilderness.and.other.outdoor.activities,. 
and. low-income. workers. live. in. distant. communities,. 
drive.hours.to.and.from.their.jobs,.and.barely.have.time. 





of. Black. Mesa. are. among. the. more. traditional. Native. 
communities.in.the.country.in.terms.of.maintaining.their. 
ancestral.lands.as.well.as.the.religions.and.cultures.tied.to. 





ate.Navajo.and.Hopi. life.ways .Te. threats. to. their. abil-
ity.to.ensure.that.future.come.from.two.main.sources:.the. 
strip.mining.of.coal.on.Black.Mesa.(and.the.accompany-
ing. pumping. of. groundwater. from. the. aquifers. to. mine. 
and.transport.the.coal),.and.the.pollution.from.the.several. 
coal-fred.power.plants.that.surround.the.Navajo.Nation,. 
including. the. Navajo. Generating. Station,. which. receives. 
all.of.its.coal.from.Black.Mesa .None.of.the.electricity.gen-
erated.at.the.Navajo.Generating.Station.supplies.power.to. 
people. on. the. Navajo. or. Hopi. reservations . Instead,. the. 
power.is.used.by.the.Salt.River.Project,.Los.Angeles.Water. 
&. Power,. Nevada. Energy,. Arizona. Public. Service. Co ,. 
Tucson.Electric.Power,.and.the.U S .Bureau.of.Reclama-
tion .Te. benefciaries. of. coal.mining,. aquifer. pumping,. 
and.emissions. from. the. coal-fred.power.plant. are. there-







little. to.curb. the.extreme. inequities. in. the.distribution. 
of. environmental. burdens. and. benefts. exemplifed. in. 
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these.two.very.diferent.places .In.Aspen,.the.narrative. 
of. keeping. people. out. of. pristine. places. is. at. play . On. 
Black.Mesa,. the.narrative.at.work. is.one.that. separates. 
the. plight. of. subordinated. people. from. the. structural. 












lean. toward. sustaining.only.nonhuman.nature,. and. that. 
will. inevitably.also.beneft.only.certain.classes.and.strata. 
of.humanity .We.might.unwittingly.be.sustaining.a.very. 




equitable,. just,. and. diverse. communities. of. humans. and. 
nonhumans.as.its.end  
The Story With Sustainability 
MichaelBurger,AssociateProfessorofLaw,RogerWilliamsUni-
versitySchoolofLaw. 
Sustainability. is.the.most. infuential.environmental. idea. 






not. only. an. idea. or. a. policy. goal,. but. also. a. particular. 
kind.of.environmental.story:.the.pastoral.utopia .And.we. 
can.understand.what. sustainability.means. in. the. age.of. 
climate. change. if. we. recognize. that. this. utopian. vision. 
has.come.into.confict.with.a.competing.story:.the.envi-
ronmental.apocalypse  
Te. diferences. between. sustainability. and. climate. 
change,. utopia. and. apocalypse,. are. stark . Sustainability. 
promises.that.humanity—operating.on.scales.from.global. 
civilization. to. local. enclaves—can. achieve. simultaneous. 
economic. development,. environmental. protection,. and. 
social.equity,.a.kind.of.holistic.harmony.that.requires.hard. 
labor.but.no.sacrifce .Climate.change,.in.contrast,.reveals. 
that. existing. patterns. of. economic. development. have. 
led. to. massive. environmental. disruption. and. potentially. 
gross.inequities.that.fundamentally.threaten.the.world.as. 
we.know.it .Sustainability.focuses.on.humanity’s.techni-



















ronmental. NGOs . Serious. problems. have. emerged. from. 




inspire. changes. in. the. way. we. live. necessary. to. actually. 




In. short,. it. is. a. deceptive. story. that. perpetuates. existing. 





discourse,. rather. than. a. selling-out. of. environmentalist. 




on. a. life-threatening. wound,. but. it. has. the. beneft. of. 
providing.a.powerful.ideal.and.an.aspirational.goal.that,. 
if.honestly. adhered. to. and.pursued,. could. substantially. 
improve. our.world . Sustainability.has. always. sought. to. 
reframe. humanity’s. role,. placing. the. reconciliation. of. 








subsidiary. to. the. twin. challenges. of. climate. change. 
mitigation. and. adaptation,. and. now. must. complement. 
these. less-inspiring. storylines—mitigation. is. irredeem-
ably.technocratic,.adaptation.is.potentially.paralyzing— 
by. ofering. a. positive. vision. for. environmental. change . 
Sustainability’s.narrative. and. rhetorical. force. should.be. 
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harnessed.not. to.promote. sustainable.development,.but. 
to.motivate.us. to. innovate. for.greater. energy.efciency,. 








change. be. reconciled,. without. surrendering. something. 
essential.about.one.or.the.other?.Can.we.have.both.com-
edy.and.epic.drama.at.the.same.time?.And.how.do.these. 
stories.interact.with.the.law?.Neither.sustainability.law.nor. 
climate.change.law.is,.at.this.point,.well-settled;.both.are.in. 
relatively.early.stages.of.development .As.legislation,.regu-
lation,.and.litigation.in.these.areas.proceed,.it.will.be.worth. 
keeping.tabs.on.the.narrative.pitch  
